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ABSTRACT

The objective of this review was to look at the impact of agricultural value chain financing on the profitability of edible oil in South Africa. A historical review's aim is to find all narrative evidence which fits the pre-specified eligibility requirements to respond to a particular study question or hypothesis. The research used a historical narrative review as its analysis method. This included compiling and analysing more than 60 online resources relating to various and relevant the value chain financing on profitability from several past research. The research concentrates on some papers that looked at the impact of agricultural value chain financing on profitability, both nationally and internationally. Exploratory studies on the agricultural value chain financing, published from 2012 to 2022, were evaluated. According to the findings, just one paper failed to demonstrate an important association between agricultural value chain financing and profitability, whilst the others showed that agricultural value chain financing had a substantial effect on profitability. However, none specifically addressed the oil industry, indicating the necessity for narrative research to examine the link among agricultural funding and the profitability of the South African edible oil industry.

Introduction

Around the globe, agriculture is undergoing significant, quick-moving transformations. South Africa’s economy is based on agriculture, which directly contributed 2.43% of the GDP, whereas industry generates for 24.46 percent and 62.75 percent of total value added, respectively in 2022 (Muller, 2022). The systemic changes usually have a significant impact on these nations’ jobs, income production, risk assessment, decreasing poverty rates, and welfare of farm dwellers (Kouwenhoven et al., 2012). Even though agriculture is the cornerstone of the economies of both South Africa and all Africa continent (Robinson et al., 2016). The basic character of output and the low average savings rate have left South African agriculture with insufficient support. Furthermore, the majority of smallholders are unable to access formal banking services because of elevated interest rates and transaction fees (Deloof, 2003). Although cooperatives along with savings and credit groups operate by rural communities, arranged the farmers organisations are offering financing to producers and rural entrepreneurs, these organisations typically have insufficient funds to even meet the needs of their members. In addition, they have very little room to grow their reach or their range of offerings in a manner that is fiscally viable (der Merwe et al., 2005).

Moreover, because these loans are very seldom suited to the farming industry, do not come with integrated technology support, and are rarely concerned with the type or possibilities of the harvest being cultivated by the client, these types of organisations usually don't have adequate funding to respond even to the basic requirements of their participants, and thus possess extremely little ability for expanding their range of activities or services in a financially sustainable approach (Eyres et al., 2001). Value chain financing is "a money transfer to different links of the value chain, between many these connections, in hopes of enhancing the profitability and
competitive nature, to minimize risk inside the chain, as well as to encourage the growth of the chain,” as compared to standard funding of a particular segment of the market structure (Kumar and Sharma, 2011).

Value chain financing (VCF) is described as “the movements of funds to and among the various nodes inside a value chain” by Larsson (2018). The strategy gives chain members more access to the relevant market financing while placing less importance on security (Derila et al., 2020). The intertwining of activities enables automated loan repayment through transaction profits in the marketplace. Unless there is a clear connection to the value chain, value chain financing ought not to be mistaken with conventional financing from financial institutions like banks (Mazhar et al., 2022).

The supply of materials, manufacturing, trade, refining, and consuming are examples of a value chain (Derila et al., 2020). Value chain financing may be used in a variety of industries, including manufacturing as well as agriculture (Miller and Jones, 2010). The efficiency of individuals who provide and require farming or industrial financing can be increased by becoming more aware of value chain financing (Mofolo, 2018). By trying to identify funding requirements for value chain reinforcing, customising investment instruments to participants’ necessities, lowering transaction costs though the direct discount debt payments and offering financial services, and utilising value chain links and chain understanding to reduce risks of the chain and its partner organisations, it can enhance the quality and effectiveness of value chain financing (Muller, 2022).

A lot of people require agricultural credit since it is necessary for producers, distributors, manufacturers, and purchasers to have financial resources to run and expand their operations. On the supply side, meanwhile, lenders frequently have trouble keeping their risks and costs in check when financing agriculture, which causes a significant lack of suitable funding (Muller, 2022). Banking companies frequently treat small scale farmers unfairly when lending to them (Quyhn and Huy, 2018). Agricultural products are hazardous to finance because they have a poor inherent value relative to other goods and must be handled in huge quantities with limited margins of profit (Schmidthuber et al., 2022). This results in large agreements, which can put a dealer out of business if just one of them goes wrong due to crop degradation, farmer underperformance, port bottlenecks, local gluts, or non-payment from purchasers (Gibbon, 2013).

Traditional value chain financing, which involves spot trading activities and a significant number of small merchants and farmers, is pervasive in Africa's agricultural sector (Viskari et al., 2012). Even though the South African Government has taken significant strides in increasing credit availability, the vast majority of small-scale and beginning producers still lack financing that is available at reasonable rates (Viskari et al., 2011). Government involved in value chain financing have encouraged efforts to develop economic markets in the South African edible oil industry (Yang et al., 2014). As a result, the purpose of this article is to examine how value chain financing impacts the profitability of the oil sector. The findings indicate a connection between various interventions and value chain financing and money (Ponsian et al., 2014). The study reveals a connection between different strategies and value chain financing and value chain effectiveness. Other researchers will profit from this work by using it as a point of reference to conduct comparable studies and by completing certain of the gaps that have been identified in previous relevant research.

This study aims to investigate the impact of agricultural value chain financing on the profitability of Edible oil in South Africa.

**Literature review**

**Theoretical and Conceptual Framework**

This study was inspired by investment theory. Dodd (1922) pioneered value investing. It was additionally investigated by classical economists including Keynes (1936) and Hayek (1939), who concentrated on capital labour and investment from the perspective of a business. Investing is the growth in capital stock over time. Yet, in this “Source of Nature of Capital and Income” and later “Theory of Income,” he developed one of the earliest investing theories (Brau et al., 2007). While his theory was rudimentary and subject to a variety of hypotheses, he identified a quality project boundary. This investing boundary illustrates the highest return for an investment across particular periods of time, and it serves as the foundation for today’s modern more common investment boundary concepts (Collis et al., 2004).

Such investment choices involve decisions such as constructing an additional plant, updating equipment, and so on, primarily from a performance perspective. The pace of investment is influenced by two distinct factors: risk and anticipated return (Derila et al., 2020). Satisfaction successfully decides whether or not investments will be considered for financial choices. It makes no difference how appealing the predicted return is; investment will not take place unless the risk of failure is acceptably low (Endiana et al., 2020).

**Conceptual framework**

There may be equity financing or debt financing in the value chain. Internal value chain financing occurs when input suppliers provide working capital loans to farmers, or when large companies fund market intermediaries (Muller, 2022). External value chain financing is activated through value chain interactions and processes. For example, banks extend credit to farmers based on contracts with trusted buyers or storage receipts from known storage facilities. According to Kouwenhoven et al. (2012) as this affects value chains and financial systems, financing in agricultural value chain financial should be viewed from the perspective of a broader context, which includes both the value chain itself and the market condition. A classic example of exterior Value Chain financing
may be seen in South Africa, where small fruit and vegetable producers can obtain bank financing for agrochemicals (Cao and Yu, 2018, Caron et al., 2018, Nguyen et al., 2016).

Before distributing the net revenues to the farmer group, the export market needs to pay the food producers through the bank, which deducts the regular loan instalments (Barrientos and Bobie, 2016). Integrated market systems, or chains, are gradually replacing fragmented production and marketing partnerships in the agribusiness sector (Mansoori and Muhammad, 2012). Multinational agribusinesses are progressively dominating the industry due to competition and the modernization of the farming industry, with increased vertical and horizontal connections or integration (Muller, 2022).

In addition, pushing the adjustments, which include tighter compliance, timeliness, and quality requirements, are the market and customer interests (Ma et al., 2022). Lenders inside the internal value chain evaluate all funds, including credit costs, against their overall productivity and profitability (Le et al., 2018). In their loan company, they could be ready to take on greater amounts of risk and loss as long as the earnings from the eventually results production offer an ethical approval level of interest (Nygaard and Bolwig, 2018, Saitone and Sexton, 2017).

Since these actions may be included into production activities and hence help both production and payback goals, internal value chain borrowers might extra readily endure the trading expenses of stringent customer security check, tracking, as well as enforcement mechanisms (Roldan et al., 2013). They differ from money provided by financial institutions in that they allow for a “two-way street” between borrowers as well as lenders (D’heur, 2014, Omomowo and Babalola, 2021). Participants in the value chain depend on one another such as a loan as well as repayment arrangements, product promotion, and product manufacture (Rashid et al., 2013). Lenders offer loans to help businesses achieve their goals in the product market, such supplying enough raw materials for processing and trade (Lallana et al., 2021, Newton et al., 2011).

Value Chain lenders are regularly used by borrowers as input suppliers, marketing channels, and funding sources (Gordon et al., 2011). On this “two-way street,” lenders should determine which one to loan to, where to assess their clients’ achievement, or where to effectively recover their lending (Rezaei and Pourali, 2015). In addition, borrowers should determine if lenders will uphold their half of the bargain, including timely delivery of promised inputs, purchase of the commodity upon harvest, and timely and equitable payment (Roldan et al., 2013, Premanandh, 2011, Wang et al., 2023).

Value Chain analysis may be used to ascertain how these connections between the investment and business markets impact the accessibility of Value Chain financing (Islam et al., 2012). The set of actors (personal, governmental, and network operators involved) and the sequence of value-adding actions that take a product from the point of manufacturing to the ultimate customer are referred to collectively as the value chain by Adu et al. (2021), Tseng et al. (2021) and Bui et al. (2021). They might be viewed as a collection of agricultural flows and processes that take place from farm to table.

According to Kunadu et al. (2018) and Schröder et al. (2020) empirical research, value chain analysis is an evaluation of the performers and variables affecting an industry's performance, as well as interactions among attendees, to identify the barriers prevent increased productivity and innovativeness of a sector, as well as how such obstacles could’ve been resolve. Kunadu discovered that the goal of value chain finance is to discuss the possibilities and restrictions that exist both inside and outside the value chain (Vahid et al., 2012). Value chain financing is the movement of investment products to and/or via value chain players to solve but rather relieve-guiding expansion restrictions (Makarani and Bineshian, 2013, Teo et al., 2019).

In an experimental study, Adu et al. (2021) and Sandoval et al. (2021) discovered that African value chain participants are more motivated by the need to enlarge marketplaces than by financial viability. The type and motivation of buyers for Value Chain financing are frequently varied. For example, traders frequently utilize funding like a purchasing facility, but feedback providers frequently use it as portion of a purchase’s incentive plan (Husain and Alnfaeae, 2016). It provides a method for financial organizations to reduce risk and costs associated with delivering financial services (Barrientos and Bobie, 2016, Reardon et al., 2019, Attard, 2021). Leading to a shortage of leverage or distribution costs, value chain financing provides a method for members to access financing that would otherwise not be possible. It can also provide a way to ensure a market for recipients like smallholder farmers or individuals who buy their goods (Muller, 2022).

Research and Methodology

The research used a historical narrative review as its analysis method. This included compiling and analysing more than 60 online resources relating to various and relevant the value chain financing on profitability from several past research. This research explored internet databases for relevant research publications using the key phrases “Value chain financing”, “profitability”, “edible oil”, “agricultural value chain”, and “financial services.” The search outcomes provided several previous research, totalling over 250. From this selection, around 60 sources containing the five key terms were chosen. The study was selected based on the requirements of (i) empirical research, (ii) profitability as a dependent variable, (iii) Value chain financing, edible oil, and agricultural value chain as independent variables along with (iv) theoretical research. The purpose of the research was guided by a rigorous investigation of all chosen value chain financing in relation to profitability. The explanation of this continues in the findings section, which was thoroughly evaluated. A comprehensive review of previous research provides a convincing argument for the relevance of value chain financing in connection to profitability.
Findings and discussion

Gibbons et al. (2020) claimed that in Africa “Value Chain participants are pushed more by the ambition to develop markets than by the profitability of the investment”. The type and motivation of merchants for value chain financing are frequently diverse. For instance, market participants frequently use finance as a purchasing institution, whereas feedback providers frequently use it as part of a sales compensation strategic plan. For bank industry, it provides a look at to less danger along with cost in offering financial support. Value chain financing gives a means for the beneficiaries, including agricultural producers or people who purchase their goods, to obtain funding that may not be possible for representatives because of the absence of securities or the high cost of guaranteeing a loan. It can also be a means of guaranteeing a product marketplace.

Ojo and Ayanwale (2019) evaluated value chain financing in plantain production in Nigeria. These findings show that VCF has a positive effect as evaluated by net present value and net benefit, which are represented as both consumer and producer excess. This implies that VCF is a practical and advantage financing advancement for Nigeria’s agricultural production. The findings have shown a decrease in persons participating in agriculturally based action as a consequence of the absence of value chain financing. This is a case of non-attraction brought on by reduced rewards. The value chain and trade facilitation can be strengthened to raise these lower margins.

Oberholster et al. (2015) looked at South Africa’s food production finance from a value chain viewpoint. The findings showed that value chain competitiveness is favourably influenced by collaboration, risk assessment, commitment to quality, resource efficiency. The observed effectiveness of agricultural value chain financing in this study is favourably influenced by value chain productivity in a similar way.

Njoroge et al. (2019) showed no statistically significant correlation between the profitability of edible oil producers in Kenya and funding though the cash flow and raw materials. Roko and Opusunju (2016) found different outcomes, finding a meaningful correlation between both the value chain and the achievement of agroallied SMEs in Sokoto State. Additional results indicate that primary value chain activities have a substantial effect on the success of agro-SMEs in Sokoto State and secondary value chain activities have a massive effect on agro-SMEs in Kenya State. Empirical evidence from Kopparthi and Kagabo (2012) showed a direct correlation between Rwandan producers’ levels of profit and output and their accessibility to value chain financial products and services.

In addition, Kunadu et al. (2018), Miklyaev et al. (2020) and Cooney (2021) claimed that value chains and financial systems, funding in agricultural value chain financial should be viewed from the perspective of a broader context, which includes both the value chain itself and the market condition. A classic example of exterior Value Chain financing may be seen in South Africa, where small fruit and vegetable producers can obtain bank financing for agrochemicals (Cao and Yu, 2018, Caron et al., 2018, Nguyen et al., 2016).

Before distributing the net revenues to the farmer group, the export market needs to pay the food processors through the bank, which deducts the regular loan instalments (Barrientos and Bobie, 2016). Integrated market systems, or chains, are gradually replacing fragmented production and marketing partnerships in the agribusiness sector (Mansoori and Muhammad, 2012). Multinational agribusinesses are progressively dominating the industry due to competition and the modernization of the farming industry, with increased vertical and horizontal connections or integration (Anane-Taabeh et al., 2016, Spiertz, 2012).

Furthermore, pushing the adjustments, which include tighter compliance, timeliness, and quality requirements, are the market and customer interests (Ma et al., 2022). Lenders inside the internal value chain evaluate all funds, including credit costs, against their overall productivity and profitability (Le et al., 2018). In their loan company, they could be ready to take on greater amounts of risk and loss as long as the earnings from the eventually results production offer an ethical approval level of interest (Nygaard and Bolwig, 2018, Saitone and Sexton, 2017). Since these actions may be included into production activities and hence help both production and payback goals, internal value chain borrowers might extra readily endure the trading expenses of stringent customer security check, tracking, as well as enforcement mechanisms (Roldan et al., 2013). They differ from money provided by financial institutions in that they allow for a "two-way street" between borrowers as well as lenders (D’heur, 2014, Omomowo and Babalola, 2021). Participants in the value chain depend on one another such as a loan as well as repayment arrangements, product promotion, and product manufacture (Rashid et al., 2013). Lenders offer loans to help businesses achieve their goals in the product market, such supplying enough raw materials for processing and trade (Lallana et al., 2021, Newton et al., 2011).

According to Kunadu et al. (2018) and Schröder et al. (2020) empirical research, value chain analysis is an evaluation of the performers and variables affecting an industry's performance, as well as interactions among attendees, to identify the barriers prevent increased productivity and innovativeness of a sector, as well as how such obstacles could’ve been resolve. Kunadu discovered that the goal of value chain finance is to discuss the possibilities and restrictions that exist both inside and outside the value chain (Vahid et al., 2012). Value chain financing is the movement of investment products to and/or via value chain players to solve but rather relieve guiding expansion restrictions (Makarani and Bineshian, 2013, Teo et al., 2019).

In an experimental study, Adu et al. (2021) and Sandoval et al. (2021) discovered that African value chain participants are more motivated by the need to enlarge marketplaces than by financial viability. The type and motivation of buyers for Value Chain financing are frequently varied. For example, traders frequently utilize funding like a purchasing facility, but feedback providers
frequently use it as portion of a purchase’s incentive plan (Husain and Alnefaee, 2016). It provides a method for financial organizations to reduce risk and costs associated with delivering financial services (Barrientos and Bobie, 2016, Reardon et al., 2019, Attard, 2021). Leading to a shortage of leverage or distribution costs, value chain financing provides a method for members to access financing that would otherwise not be possible. It can also provide a way to ensure a market for recipients like smallholder farmers or individuals who buy their goods (Bui, 2020). Oberholster et al. (2015) found that agricultural value chain finance had a beneficial impact on the profitability of South Africa’s Sunflower oil manufacturing enterprises. According to the study, Sunflower Oil Company in South Africa's value chain financing solutions have a favourable impact on the profitability of South African businesses.

**Analysis on the Results**

Despite the fact that farming is still one of the most important economic activities in developing countries, the lack of research on the agricultural value chain financing suggests that African farmers will continue to live in poverty because of the poor returns from the sector. Kopparthi and Kagabo (2012) found that value chain financing has a positive impact on profitability when evaluated by means of net present value and net benefit, which are demonstrated as both producer and consumer surplus. Moreover, the research only examined the effect of value chain financing on plantain producing. According to Larsson (2018), the agricultural value chain financing is significant in India since it has led to agricultural capital formation owing to low cost transactions, which has improved access to financial services among value chain participants.

Mazenda et al. (2022), who revealed that value chain financing influenced the success of agro-allied SMEs in Sokoto State, Nigeria, provided more evidence for this. Yet, the success of agro-related SMEs in Niger State is greatly influenced by secondary value-chain operations. The article's emphasis on Agro Allied Small and Medium Size Business gave it a broad reach. The research did not specify what the main tasks in the value chain they employed for their investigation entailed. In related research, Kopparthi and Kagabo (2012) observed that small producers in Rwanda's level of earnings and productivity are connected to finance for the value chain of agriculture. On the other hand, Njoroge et al. (2019) were unable to find a connection among the management of working capital strategies and value chain financing among Kenyan edible oil manufacturing firms. The multiplicity of deficiencies that were revealed due to the farmers' absence from the value chain suggests that not all aspects of the agricultural value chain financing were considered.

**Conclusions**

The research confirms that there's a positive influence of agricultural value chain financing on profitability according to the theory and narrative evidence provided in the previous section, as well as the performance evaluation over the past 11 years, despite the fact that similar research has not been done in the oil sub sector. Value chain financing differs from one product to another and from nation to nation. This suggests that transferring value chain financing from one nation to another may be challenging. Furthermore, it is useful unattainable to dictate the value chain of one product to another due to different players who participate in the chain. Since it concentrates on oil cultivation in South Africa, this research problem is distinct. The research supports the idea that value chain financing strategies - in this example, the sort and funding mechanism - have an effect on profitability. On the surface, all of the pertinent research that were assessed were deficient in both structure and contents. Few research has indicated how the sort of value chain, whether direct or indirect, results in increased value chain financing.

It is challenging to determine if funding inside the chain might produce better profitability than external financing obtained indirectly through value chain financing. On the opposite hand, despite the presence of goods to enhance the efficiency of chain players, research has been unable to pinpoint which value chain financing method has led to greater profitability. These shortcomings suggest that further research about value chain financing and profitability needs to be done. As a result of the failure of previous research to conceptualise value chain financing and profitability, these findings suggest a conceptual framework centered on these concepts, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Suggested Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework clarifies the connection among the variables and helps to analyse how they influence one another. The concept of value chain financing identifies the various aspects of the value chain where finance is considered necessary. Financing is needed at four phases of the value chain: (1) Raw Material, which is determined by the ratio of raw material acquired to charge of products sold; (2) Working Capital, which is evaluated by Current ratio; (3) Primary activities, which assesses the ratio of financing in inbound logistics, outbound logistics, activities, advertising, sales, as well as maintenance to Overall Investment; and (4) Support activities, which evaluates the ratio of financing in Firm operations, financing in development as well as public relations. Every phase is regarded as a separate independent variable. Finance is needed by one or more participants of the value chain at each phase. To understand each phase better, it can be pitted into variables that can be determined using data from the manufacturing sector. A dependent variable in the research is profitability as determined more by ratios of return on investment, return on equity as well as Tobin Q. In addition, this research suggests that regulatory authorities apply the study’s outcomes for compliance and enforcement objective. Since most South Africans intend to achieve sustainable (Agriculture generates the required yearly employment) growth under Vision 2030, they must enact a set of rules and regulations that support efficient and productive ways to construct and sustain a governance economy for this purpose. Therefore, South African governments should set laws and regulations enforcement methods for implementing edible oil guidelines, which could increase raw material production.
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